A special case of the Dynamic Finger Conjecture is proved; this special case introduces a number of useful techniques.
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The operation inseTt(x) is performed as follows: first, item x is inserted as in a binary search tree and then the operation splay(x) is carried out. Clearly, the cost of an insertion is dominated by the cost of the corresponding access. So, subsequently, when analyzing the cost of insertions we only count the cost of the splays themselves.
We now list the conjectures formulated by Sleator and Tarjan. • Dynamic Optimality Conjecture. Consider any sequence of successful accesses on an n-node binary search tree. Let A be any algorithm that carries out each access by traversing the path from the root to the node containing the accessed item, at a cost of one plus the depth of the node containing the item, and that between accesses performs an arbitrary number of rotations anywhere in the tree, at a cost of one per rotation. Then the total time to perform all the accesses by splaying is no more than 0(n) plus a constant times the time required by algorithm A.
• Dynamic Finger Conjecture. The total time to perform m accesses on an arbitrary splay tree, initially of n nodes, is 0(m-l-n-|-X^^~iMog(|t_,+i -i_,| + l), where for 1 < j < m the jth splay is performed on item ij (items are denoted by their current symmetricorder positions).
• Traversal Conjecture. Let Ti and T2 be any two n-node binary search trees containing exactly the same items. Suppose we access the items in Ti one after another using splaying, accessing them in the order they appear in T2 in preorder (the item in the root of T2 first, followed by the items in the left subtree of T2 in preorder, followed by items in the right subtree of T2 in preorder). Then the total access time is 0(n). Sleator and Tarjan state that the Dynamic Optimality Conjecture implies the other two conjectures (the proof is non-trivial).
There have been several works on, or related to, the optimality of splay trees , [W-86] , [T-85] . shows that the rotation distance between any two binary search trees is at most 2n - 6 and that this bound is tight; they also relate this to distinct triangulations of polygons; although connected to the splay tree conjectures, this result has no immediate application to them. [W-86] provides two methods for obtaining lower bounds on the time for sequences of accesses to a binary search tree; while some specific tight bounds are obtained (such as accessing the bit reversal permutation takes time 0(nlog7i)) no general results related to the above conjectures follow. [T-85] proved the Scanning Theorem, a special case of the Traversal Conjecture (aJso a special case of the Dynamic Finger Conjecture): accessing the items of an arbitrary splay tree, one by one, in symmetric order, takes time 0(n).
In this paper we investigate a special instance of the Splay Sorting problem, which is related to the Dynamic Finger Conjecture (it is the restriction of this conjecture to just the insert operation). Splay Sorting is defined as follows. Consider sorting a sequence of n items by inserting them, one by one, into an initiailly empty splay tree; following the insertions, an inorder traversal of the splay tree yields the sorted order. We call this Splay Sort S has /, inversions in S. Then Splay Sort takes time 0(n + J2"-i log(/, + 1)).
In the remainder of this paper we prove the Splay Sort Conjecture for the following type of sequence. Suppose the sorted set of n items is partitioned into subsets of log n contiguous items, called blocks. Consider an arbitrary sequence in which the items in each block are contiguous and in sorted order. We call such a sequence a logn-block sequence. We show an 0(n) bound for Splay Sorting a logn-block sequence. It is convenient to assume that the set being sorted comprises the integers 1 . . .n.
In brief, our analysis has the following form. The first insertion in each block is provided 0(logn) potential; it is called a g/o6a/ insertion. Every other insertion in the block is provided 0(1) potential; these insertions are called /oca/ insertions. In Section 2, we analyze the global insertions; then, in Section 3, we modify the analysis to take account of local insertions.
Our work has a number of interesting features and introduces severed new techniques for proving amortized results.
• We introduce the notion of lazy potential; this notion can be viewed as a tool for designing potential functions. The lazy potential is a refinement of an initiaJ potentiaJ function that avoids waste when potentijds decrease. (For an example of waste, consider the following splay tree analyzed using the centroid potenticd. The tree is a path of n nodes, each of unit weight. The last node on the path is accessed. The resulting splay will have a real cost of 0(n), but will reduce the potential by 0(nlogn A block B is an interval [i,j] C [l,n] • Costl. The rotation and spares for each couple: < 6(5 + 1).
• Cost2. Removal of small debits from nodes on the segment; Cost2 is analyzed below.
• Costs. The left (resp. right) extreme path of lazy tree, L, is the path from the root of L to the leftmost (resp. rightmost) node in L; it is convenient to exclude the lazy tree root from the extreme paths.
Next, we make some observations about the lazy ranks and reserve potenticils. Consider the global nodes in a new lazy tree. Let SL be the set of nodes contained between the blocks of the guards of a lazy tree. For each global lazy node, u, in the lazy tree, define its right neighbor T-n{u) to be the global node immediately to its right in the large lazy block tree, and define SL{u) to comprise the subset of SL strictly to the left of u's block. Then
(ii) Ifv has no lazy global node in its right subtree, lazyrank{v) + I / gp-reserve(v) > rank(v).
While ifv does have a lazy global node in its right subtree, then lazyrank(v) + l/gpreserve{v) > lazyrank(rjn(v)).
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Proof. Both claims are readily seen by considering node v at the point at which it becomes lazy.
• It is convenient to define f's lazy weight to be wt{SL{v)).
Next, we provide additional potentials to the nodes in the lazy tree (in addition to the potentials these nodes already carry). All local nodes on the lazy tree carry a potential of 2c' units, except for the local nodes from the leftmost block in the lazy tree, which carry a potential of only c' units; c' is a constant to be specified later. In addition, we give the following potential to the global nodes in the lazy block tree. A node of height h in the lazy block tree, other than the root, receives potential a J2<=\ * +^' where a and b are constants to be specified
For the remainder of Section 3.1.1 we focus on the lazy block tree. Hence when we refer to a node we mean a node in the lazy block tree; likewise a reference to a tree refers to the lazy block tree. The depth of a node in the tree is its distance from the root. (ii) Apart from the root, every node on the right path is active.
(iii) Apart from the root, the ancestors of an active node are all active.
(iv) Let V be an l-active node. Let w be a j-active node. If (iv) shows that these are the only possible cases.
A black node is created in a rotation with the root (see Figure 6) (c) Suppose that r is the right (resp. left) guard for Lnew-Let dnew be the rightmost (resp. leftmost) "global" item of Lnew-Then the left (resp. right) guard of Loid is either equal to or to the right (resp. left) of dnewThus, in some sense, an older lazy tree is either contained in a newer lazy tree or is disjoint from it. Before giving the next invariant, a few definitions are helful. Let i be a lazy tree and let u be a "global" node on i or a guard for L. v is an L -neighbor o{ u if v is a "global" node on X or a guard for L and u and v enclose no other node "global" in L. Let u be an ancestor of its i-neighbor v; the (u,v)-neighbor path comprises those items on the path from u to u in the splay tree which are in the range (u, v) Next, we define guard split points for lazy tree L.
(a) Let g be the right (resp. left) guard for L; let glob be the leftmost (resp. rightmost) "global" item in i; suppose that the access is in the range (g,glob) (resp. (glob,g) ).
Suppose that glob is not traversed (so g is an ancestor of glob Proof. We start with a few observations.
(i) Each promoted item is on a lazy tree whose root is traversed.
(ii) Define the near right (resp. left) gucird of la^y tree L, to be the leftmost (resp. rightmost) node in the block of the right (resp. left) guard. For each new Z,-derived lazy tree L', the near guards of L' enclose an interval which is a proper subset of the interval enclosed by the neaj guajds of L. 
